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Note: These installation instructions are provided as assistance to installers. Sno Shield Inc takes 
NO responsibility for errors in application or omissions and cannot be held responsible for product 

installation. 

Sno Shield Inc warrants the products themselves, not the installation. See Warranty Information. 

 
 

1. Ensure snow guard is properly attached to roof before applying 
Color Armor™ if used with the Rib Guard or the mechanically 
fastened Panel Guard  

 
2. Ensure correct style of Color Armor™ is being used. Color Armor™ 

for the Rib Guard is notched at one end to allow clearance for the 
roof panel seam (rib) 

 
3. Align holes on the Color Armor™ with the “pegs” on the base of the 

snow guard and gently apply pressure until the Color Armor™ 
slides (snaps) onto the snow guard 

 
4. Pull gently on Color Armor™ to ensure proper attachment. If 

attached properly, Color Armor™ will not come off 
 

IIIImportant: Wmportant: Wmportant: Wmportant: When using the Rib Guard or the mechanically fastened Panel hen using the Rib Guard or the mechanically fastened Panel hen using the Rib Guard or the mechanically fastened Panel hen using the Rib Guard or the mechanically fastened Panel 
Guard, Color Armor™ must be installed Guard, Color Armor™ must be installed Guard, Color Armor™ must be installed Guard, Color Armor™ must be installed afterafterafterafter    the snow guard is attached the snow guard is attached the snow guard is attached the snow guard is attached 
to the roof. If attaching the Panel Guard with adhesive or doubleto the roof. If attaching the Panel Guard with adhesive or doubleto the roof. If attaching the Panel Guard with adhesive or doubleto the roof. If attaching the Panel Guard with adhesive or double----sided sided sided sided 

tape, Color Armor™ can be installed on the tape, Color Armor™ can be installed on the tape, Color Armor™ can be installed on the tape, Color Armor™ can be installed on the snow guard prior to snow guard prior to snow guard prior to snow guard prior to 
attachment to the roof. Please note that Color Armor™ has been designed attachment to the roof. Please note that Color Armor™ has been designed attachment to the roof. Please note that Color Armor™ has been designed attachment to the roof. Please note that Color Armor™ has been designed 

as a permanent fixture, so once applied it as a permanent fixture, so once applied it as a permanent fixture, so once applied it as a permanent fixture, so once applied it is difficult removeis difficult removeis difficult removeis difficult remove....    

 
 


